Abstract: This paper presents an algorithm for the design of a computer aided diagnosis system to detect, quantify and classify the lesions of non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy as well as dry age related macular degeneration from the fundus retina images. Symptoms of non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy in images consist of bright lesions like hard exudates, cotton wool spots and dark lesions like microaneurysms, hemorrhages. Dry age related macular degeneration is manifested as a bright lesion called drusen. The proposed system consists of two parts: image processing, where preprocessed gray scale images are segmented to extract candidate lesions using a combination of Gaussian filtering and multilevel thresholding followed by classification of the different lesions in non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy and age related macular degeneration using perceptron, support vector machine and naïve Bayes classifier. From the comparative performance analysis of the classification techniques, it is observed that comparable results are obtained from single layer perceptron and support vector machine and they both outperform naïve Bayes classifier. The classification accuracy of support vector machine classifier for dark lesion class is 97.13 % and the classification accuracy of single layer perceptron for bright lesion class is 95.13 % with optimal feature set.
Introduction
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a retina related disease occurring due to complications of diabetes. Computer aided diagnosis (CAD) is becoming increasingly popular in the early diagnosis of the disease. In this paper, we present an effort to develop a CAD system for the detection of abnormalities of the retina like diabetic retinopathy and age related macular degeneration (AMD). DR is broadly classified as non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR), which denote the early stage and later stage of DR, respectively. CAD system adopts a pixel wise identification approach [9] which could be helpful in detecting small lesions and thus aid ophthalmologists in diagnosis and therapy planning. The clinical symptoms visible for DR are mainly two types of lesions: dark lesions and bright lesions. Dark lesions are caused by the leakage of blood from the blood vessels. Two types of such lesions are hemorrhages (HEM) and microaneurysms (MA). Bright lesions in DR consist of hard exudates (HEX) caused by leakage of lipid and proteins and cotton wool spots (CWS) caused by damage to nerve fibers. Due to age, a DR patient may also have some other symptoms in the retina like drusen, which is a manifestation of dry AMD and which is similar in appearance to DR bright lesions. Therefore the differentiation of the drusen with the DR bright lesions is another important task of early stage DR detection. CAD system adopts a pixel wise identification approach which could be helpful in detecting small lesions and thus aid ophthalmologists in diagnosis and therapy planning.
In this paper, the CAD system is designed for the detection and classification of four major type NPDR lesions: MA, HEX, CWS, HEM along with dry AMD lesion called drusen. The proposed system first extracts all the affected candidate regions from the retina images using a combination of Gaussian filtering and multilevel thresholding. These candidate regions are then used for feature extraction. Clinical symptoms that show up in retina fundus images are summarized in Tab. I. This paper extends our previous works [18] [19] [20] 27] where only DR related abnormalities were detected using Fuzzy c means clustering approach. In this paper, a new way is presented to detect both types of DR lesions (dark and bright) and also dry AMD using multilevel thresholding [24] . The proposed technique examines three different machine learning approaches: single layer perceptron (SLP), support vector machine (SVM) and naïve Bayes (NB) approaches for classification after performing optic disc (OD) localization and elimination using an edge detection technique based on universal law of gravity following [25] and also the detection and elimination of blood vessel regions [10] using morphological operators. The related work is described in Section 2. Section 3 represents retina image database collection used for the current research work. The proposed methodology is described in Section 4. Results and discussion are reported in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are stated in Section 6.
Related Works
As vision loss due to DR is a major concern worldwide, computer based techniques for its detection specially, hemorrhages and neovascularization occurring during the later stages [4] , has recently generated a lot of interest. In addition, AMD, especially dry AMD, can cause additional complications [5] in the elderly population. Hence, computer assisted diagnosis will greatly aid ophthalmologists in the early diagnosis and subsequent treatment of the patient and mitigate vision loss. Tab. I Characteristic features of retinopathy lesions.
Efforts to extract bright lesions [2, 4, 6, 13-17, 19, 28] and dark lesions [3, 6-8, 11, 28] have been reported in the literature. These methods performed candidate lesion extraction using segmentation techniques as well as the use of morphological operations and wavelets, to name a few. These were done after image preprocessing from RGB to green channel image, and noise removal, as required. This was followed by classification using k-nearest neighbor [3] , rule based supervised learning [8] , support vector machine [12, 20] and naïve Bayes machine learning [19] classifiers. In [13] , a combination of Gaussian mixture model and k-nearest neighbor classifier has been used to extract the lesions using a reduced number of features. An Amplitude Modulation-Frequency Modulation technique [11] has been proposed to investigate DR and AMD. Experiments have been performed in the frequency domain with high and medium pass filters to extract smaller structures like MA, HEX and dot-blot HEM. Low pass filters were used to extract larger structures like vessels in this technique.
In all the methods mentioned above except Akram et. al. [6] , lesion identification was done manually. In the work of Akram et. al. [6] , automatic detection of lesions was done after detection of blood vessel tree and OD. Enhancement of blood vessels was achieved by inverted green channel followed by Gabor wavelet. Binary mask for blood vessel tree segmentation was created by multilayer thresholding and adaptive thresholding. In the detection of OD, Hough transform preceded by Canny edge detection was used to identify the circular shape of OD.
Database
The proposed system uses ninety images out of a total of one hundred and thirty images from DIARETDB0 [21] and seventy five images out of a total of eighty nine images from DIARETDB1 [22, 23] databases consisting of color fundus images of patients with DR symptoms: HEX, CWS, MA, HEM. Twenty five dry AMD images of patients from the well-known city eye hospital have also been utilized to develop a composite database for the experiment.
Proposed Method
The proposed method consists of image processing to extract candidate lesions, described below followed by classification using SVM, SLP and NB classifiers.
Image processing
Image processing procedures are described below.
Image preprocessing
Preprocessing consisted of color normalization using histogram specification. Gray scale image conversion was performed using green channel extraction. Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [14] was used for contrast enhancement without enhancing the noise content of the image. The extraction of dark and bright lesions was done using a combination of two techniques, namely segmentation using Gaussian filtering, using a standard deviation σ = 32 for best results, and multilevel thresholding.
In this paper, the smoothing operation was succeeded by the subtraction operation between the preprocessed image without smoothing and the resultant smoothened image to derive an image suitable for selecting the threshold values to segment the different color lesions.
Multilevel thresholding was done to segment mainly four regions: black corner portion around the retina, a region with dark red color denoting the blood vessel tree, dark lesions such as HEM, MA, a region with bright yellow color denoting the OD, bright lesions such as HEX, CWS or drusen and another region denoting the surface or base of the retina. For this reason, three threshold values T C , T D and T B with T C < T D < T B were used to find out two binary images of a fundus retina image where one binary image denotes the extracted dark lesions and another denotes the binary image with extracted bright lesions of that fundus image.
Blood Vessels Detection and Elimination
The resultant binary image of the extracted dark lesion region containing MA, HEM and some blood vessel areas are shown in Fig. 1 . In this paper we followed our preceding work [19] of blood vessels detection algorithm based on morphological operation, with some modifications. The morphological closing operation was applied on the preprocessed gray scale image, shown in Fig. 1(a) . The output image of closing operation was then binarized using thresholding as well as to reduce the noise portions from the binarized image. The connected components having Solidity value less than 2 were only considered as blood vessels and finally, blood vessel trees are extracted as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Solidity is defined by Eq. (1) 
Optic Disk Detection and Elimination
The extracted image for bright lesions contained both lesion and non-lesion portions like HEX, CWS, drusen and OD. To eliminate OD, an edge detection technique using the theory of universal gravitational law [25] was applied followed by cropping out the OD portion and binarization using thresholding and region filling. The resultant image gave the detected OD region as shown in Fig. 2 . Based on the detected OD size and position, a binary mask was generated as shown in Fig. 2(d) for performing logical operation to eliminate the OD from the extracted bright lesion region. This approach was able to retain the full shape of the OD. Finally, elimination of OD was done by applying logical operations between the generated binary mask and the extracted bright lesion area with OD region. 
Feature Selection
The most crucial step of the proposed CAD system was feature extraction. From the resultant binary dark and bright lesion images, some useful region based features were selected for classification purposes. In the resultant output image of extracted bright and dark lesions, each of the connected components were considered as a region as shown in Fig. 3(b) . In this proposed work, fourteen types of region based features were selected. Of these, a combination of seven types of basic geometrical shape based features and seven types of texture based features were considered. In the following Tab. II and III, the selected features are listed. 
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Eccentricity of region Ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis length for the ellipse that has the same second-moments as the region Tab. II Selected features based on shape.
Classification
The proposed system experiments with perceptron classifier with hidden layer zero (which is equivalent to SLP) and then compares the performance of perceptron with SVM classifier and NB classifier using Weka data mining tool [29] .
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2 where µ denotes simple mean intensity value of region, i denotes the different gray levels ( 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1 where L − 1 denotes the maximum intensity level). 
Perceptron algorithm
The Perceptron algorithm, originally proposed by Rosenblatt [26] , is a supervised learning technique for binary classification. It is the simplest form of neural network for classification of linearly separable sets of patterns. In two dimensional space, a straight line is used to separate the linearly separable patterns, for three dimensions, a plane and for the dimensions greater than three, a hyper plane is used to separate the −1 pattern from +1 pattern. In our work, we used multilayer perceptron (MLP) provided by Weka data mining tool [29] with zero hidden layer. A network of MLP contains input layer, hidden layer/layers and output layer with weighted connection. For each node, a weighted sum of the inputs to that node is evaluated and generates the results depending on a thresholding generally using a sigmoid function. The weights are initially learned from the training set and then the change of weight is computed using Eq. (2). Weightnext = Weightcurrent + ∆Weight,
where ∆Weight = (−LG) + (M ∆Weightprev), L is learning rate, G is gradient determined using back propagation algorithm, M is momentum and ∆ Weightprev is previous change in weight. In Weka data mining tool, for perceptron classifier, stratified cross validation is used by wrapper method for optimization. A 10 fold cross validation technique was performed using all the data for both training and validation. Each dataset was checked for validation exactly once. In the 10 fold cross validation technique, the recorded dataset was randomly split into 10 folds of equal size. In each iteration, one fold was used as a testing set and other 9 folds are used for training the classifier. Then cross validation estimate of the accuracy was calculated by averaging all the test results over folds. Stratified cross validation maintains the correct ratio of each class value.
An MLP with zero hidden layer is equivalent to SLP which is suitable when the data is linearly separable. In the current research work, the dataset contains feature values obtained from retina fundus images with different abnormalities like HEX, CWS, MA, HEM and drusen. The bright lesion classes (HEX, CSW and drusen) are separable from the dark lesion classes (MA and HEM) with respect to color feature.
Among the bright lesion classes, HEX and CWS differs in color feature as HEX are bright yellow and CWS are whitish. The sharp edges of HEX distinguishes it from CWS which has blurry edges.
Drusen are circular in shape where HEX in most of the cases are irregular in shape. Drusen are more clustered in nature than HEX. So the features circularity and compactness separate HEX from drusen.
Among dark lesion classes, MA are very small in size and thus are separable from HEM which are medium or large in size. MA appears as the first signs of DR and are distinguished from HEM which appears at later stages of DR. As the dataset of the current research work is linearly separable, SLP is selected.
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine classifier, a supervised learning technique is used to classify a feature vector x into two classes c1 and c2 using a linear discriminant function given by Eq. (3).
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where w is a weight vector, perpendicular to the hyperplane. This denotes the orientation of the hyperplane and b is the bias, denoting the position of hyperplane. In the classification of feature vector x, if g(x)>0 then x ∈ c1 class. In case of g(x) < 0, x ∈ c2 class. Otherwise g(x) denotes that x is on the hyperplane. SVM basically tries to maximize the distance of the hyperplane between two classes by maximizing the distance of the plane from each of the vectors. In Weka [29] , sequential minimal optimization algorithm is used for the training purpose of the support vector classifier. The default kernel is polynomial kernel with exponent parameter. As the retina abnormalities dataset of this research work are linearly separable, the value of exponent is set to 1 for linearity.
Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes (NB) classifier is a supervised, probabilistic learning technique based on Bayes' Theorem. This technique classifies a set of patterns with an assumption of independence of predictors that describes instances. Bayes' theorem is shown in Eq. (4).
where P (y|x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) is the posterior probability of classification, P (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n |y) is the probability of predictors, P (y) denotes the prior probability and P (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) is the prior probability of predictors for a given class variable y and a dependent feature vector (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ).
Results and Discussion
The calculated statistical feature vectors of the extracted candidate regions were fed into the classifier. Two datasets were designed, combining the feature vectors of the true positive lesions separately for both bright and dark lesions. Classification was performed on the set of feature vectors that helps to classify bright lesions into three classes class 1, class 2, class 3 denoting HEX, CWS, drusen respectively and dark lesions into two classes class 1, class 2 denoting MA, HEM respectively. A total of 638 abnormal regions were detected using image processing from the collection of one hundred and ninety retina fundus images. Tab. IV describes the details of the abnormal objects detected from the retina images. Performance measures are defined by Eq. (5), (6) and (7)
Dataset
True Positive rate (T P i ) denotes number of lesions correctly classified in i-th class. False Negative rate (F N i ) denotes number of lesions of the particular class that are incorrectly classified. False Positive rate (F P i ) denotes number of lesions of other classes incorrectly classified. True Negative rate (T N i ) denotes number of lesions of other classes correctly classified. Tab. V and VI shows the comparative performance analysis of bright lesions and dark lesions respectively using different classification techniques. To improve the accuracy level of the classification as well as narrow down the search, a feature extraction process is carried out, based on an adoption of a decision tree approach. The level of optimization is acheived by selecting optimal features from the set of fourteen features F1, F2, . . . , F14.
The J48 classifier uses the C4.5 algorithm to build the decision tree. The training data set S = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ) contains samples where each sample s i is again a m-dimensional vector (r 1,i , r 2,i , . . . , r m,i ). Here, r j denotes the feature value of s i along with its class in which s i falls.
At each node, the algorithm selects the attribute which has the highest normalized information gain. In this case, among the texture based feature set, mean, uniformity of region, color and sharpness of edge are selected as optimal features and among shape based feature set, area, solidity and eccentricity of region are selected as optimal features which help to classify the bright lesions. This set of optimal features score 95.13 % accuracy using SLP which is an improvement over other methods. For dark lesion classification, all of the fourteen features are selected as optimal features. Tab. VIII describes the accuracy achieved by SLP, SVM and NB with optimal feature set for bright lesion classification.
Feature extraction Accuracy
Feature 
Conclusion
The proposed work is successfully able to design a CAD system for the diagnosis of the early stages of DR, specifically NPDR as well as dry AMD. With the help of the features selected in this technique, we are able to detect the different types of bright lesions as well as dark lesions. In comparison with other research works [3, 6, 15] the important aspects of the proposed algorithm are discussed in the following.
The novelty of this paper lies in designing a CAD system with the combination of Gaussian filtering and multilevel thresholding approach to segment the candidate lesions, which is more efficient than the segmentation using Fuzzy c means clustering technique. Another strong side of this technique is that it is able to retain the full contour information of the candidate lesions. The same single procedure is also able to extract the most challenging NPDR dark lesion symptom which is, the first manifestation of DR called MA. In addition to that it also considers the most popular dry AMD symptom, drusen with the other bright lesion symptoms of NPDR. The proposed method is able to distinguish the different types of bright lesions like CWS, drusen and HEX where other methods focus on HEX only. Hemorrhages are symptoms associated with the advancement of NPDR. The proposed technique is also able to identify such lesions. The proposed system is able to handle the detection and elimination of the non-lesion regions namely blood vessels and OD using strong and effective approaches. Here the proposed OD detection technique is able to extract the full shape of the OD.
Another interesting aspect of this approach is that the preprocessing part of the proposed system does not need to separate the black background region from the main retina portion in the fundus retina image. For feature extraction, a combination of strong features such as geometrical shape based and texture based features are extracted to get the detailed information of the lesions. Though SVM is considered as an efficient classification technique over SLP in terms of time complexity and accuracy, SLP classification technique is appreciated as its accuracy for the detection of bright lesion classes is more than SVM classifier on extracted feature set. The linearly separable dataset used for this research work is well suited to SLP.
The performance accuracy of SVM and SLP for bright lesion classification using fourteen features are 95.06 % and 94.89 %, respectively. Using optimal feature set, SLP achieves an accuracy of 95.13 % which outperforms SVM with 95.08 % of accuracy. In the detection of dark lesions, SVM and SLP achieve 97.13 % and 97.04 % of classification accuracy, respectively. Hence, SVM and SLP are comparable in accuracy for this research work.
The proposed technique is robust to the image resolution, retinal color intensity variation and the position, size of the lesions. Beside these salient aspects, there are still some places for improvement of the proposed approach. One such limiting factor is that the size of database used for training and testing purpose, may be extended to modify the accuracy level of the proposed system. It may be mentioned here that, this paper proposes a methodology for both identifying and distinguishing different types of dark and bright lesions, and is thus able to perform better than other methods, and with comparable accuracy. The proposed system shows a reliable and quick diagnosis approach for the early stage of DR called NPDR.
